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LET’S MEET IN LISBOA
“Cultural, cutting edge and full of character: the Portuguese capital lays
on centuries of history, then throws in barrios that bubble with bohemian
flair and forward-thinking projects such as the transformation of
neglected buildings by large-scale urban artworks [...]”
© Independent / Sophie Lam – 48 Hours: Lisbon

“Meander up one of Lisbon’s loftiest hills to the Moorish Alfama
neighbourhood, where sunset-amber walls and dusty lanes orbit
the Arabic-cum-medieval castle that looms, omnipresent, over the
terracotta rooftops of the city below. At the imperial Belém waterfront,
Portugal’s “Age of Discoveries” is celebrated in the form of a lavish
monastery and dazzling river-facing statues, built with the coin of one of
the most ostentatious colonial empires in history. [...]”
© Telegraph Media Group Limited 2017 / The Telegraph Travel expert guide to Lisbon

“I wandered into the hills of Alfama, sans map. Later I learned that
everything was a straight shot from my hostel, but I didn’t care. Getting
lost alone in those windy and narrow streets was a dream. Finding the
landmarks and seeing the magical view by just following my intuition was
far more appealing than analyzing a map. [...]”
© Huffington Post / Sonya Matejko – Why Lisbon Changed My Mind About Traveling Alone

“Beautiful decay seems to characterise the aesthetic of most of Lisbon’s
nightlife quarters. But despite the faded facades and vacant lots that
scatter the Portuguese capital, the music emerging from between the
cracks is sharp and modern, fusing contemporary African and European
influences with a playful fluency unique to the city. [...]”
© Courtesy of Guardian News & Media Ltd / Will Coldwell – Lisbon’s new clubbing scene

Olá!
Politécnico de Lisboa is a high-level institution of higher
education whose aim is to create, convey and disseminate
knowledge, culture, arts, science and technology of a
professional nature by integrating study, lecturing, research
and experimental development.
Internationalization is a strategic and evolving focal point at
Politécnico de Lisboa. We strive to project an international image
through strengthening our existing partnerships and seeking out
new forms of international cooperation.
We want to contribute to prepare community-minded citizens
who have a wide general knowledge of the world and who are
able to live and work in a global market.
Nowadays, our students, teachers, or staff members can choose
among approximately 400 high-level partner institutions for his
or her mobility experience, and we receive around 500 people,
each year, regarding this partenerships.
In the area of research, development and artistic creation, IPL
supports participation in international projects, facilitated by its
presence in various prestigious international networks.

POLITÉCNICO DE LISBOA
SUMMER SCHOOL 2019
PROGRAM DETAILS
WEEK 1
WEEK 2
WEEK 3

01 to 05 JULY ACCOUNTING
08 to 12 JULY PORTUGUESE LANGUAGE & CULTURE
15 to 19 JULY DANCE OR MUSIC

ONE WEEK FEE: 350 €
OPTIONS:

Social program: 80 €
Housing:
250 € / 7 nights in university residence

ADMISSION: Fulfilling general requirements for accessing higher
education institutions and specific requirements if mentioned.
APPLICATION: Until June 15th, with submission of short resumé
through the email: grima@sp.ipl.pt

We believe that internationalization contributes to improve
skills and to expand international recognition of our institution
in the global market of knowledge and arts.
At IPL – Politécnico de Lisboa we believe in internationalization
as an institutional imperative and a powerful instrument for
reflection for the ongoing enhancement of our commitment and
for the defining of our own identity.

IPL website:
www.ipl.pt/en

